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KYÄNI FLEURESSE PRODUCT
GUIDELINES
THE FOLLOWING REQUIRED DISCLAIMER MUST BE INCLUDED WHEN
ADVERTISING THE FLEURESSE PRODUCTS:
“The results may not be typical and will vary for each person depending on individual factors.
Most users reported improvements in the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles and the reduction
of the visible signs of aging with the regular use of the Fleuresse products. Nothing herein should
be construed to imply that Fleuresse products change the structure or function of the skin.”

THE FLEURESSE SKIN CARE LINE
Boosting Cleanser: Fleuresse Boosting Cleanser employs natural botanicals to clean your skin,
open your pores, and enable your skin to absorb a rich infusion of vitamins, antioxidants, and
amino acids that help prevent and reduce visible signs of aging.
Serum: Fleuresse Serum is a light and refreshing serum, derived from naturally occurring
botanicals found in plant stem cells, that rejuvenates the skin, helps protect against fine lines and
wrinkles, and reduces visible signs of aging.
Day Brightening Crème: Fleuresse Day Brightening Crème soothes, calms, and nourishes your
skin by providing intense hydration to prevent fine lines and soften the look of existing lines and
wrinkles, giving you a brighter, more timeless appearance.
Night Crème: Rich in antioxidants, vitamins, and amino acids, Fleuresse Night Crème targets
and fights against the inevitable signs of aging skin by hydrating, smoothing, and softening skin
while you sleep.
Eye Crème: Fleuresse Eye Crème uses naturally occurring botanicals in a delicate cream to
boost your skin’s ability to reduce puffiness and the appearance of dark circles. This exclusive
formula delivers essential hydration to your skin to smooth fine lines, diminish the appearance of
wrinkles, and give your eyes a radiant, firm, and timeless look.
The Fleuresse System: Fleuresse is a scientifically engineered line of skin care products based
on plant stem cells and other naturally occurring botanicals that hydrate and nourish your skin to
give you a brighter, more youthful appearance.

Ingredients used in Fleuresse products are FDA Approved and regulated by the PCPC, Personal Care Product Council.
Fleuresse Skincare is developed and manufactured in a USDA US Manufacturing facility.
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KEY BENEFITS
Boosting Cleanser

Eye Crème

Purifies skin without uncomfortable dry, taut feeling

Reduces hyperpigmentation using natural skin
lightening

Improved skin appearance from natural Alpha
Hydroxy Acid
Provides soothing properties from antioxidants and
Vitamins A&E

Natural reflective minerals providing instant
luminosity
Provides soothing properties from antioxidants and
Vitamins A&E

Creates the perfect canvas to apply the rest of your
daily regimen
Night Crème
Serum

Targets maximum recovery to protect and heal for
a more beautiful you in the morning

Prepares skin to accept targeted nutrients
Tightens pores while evening skin tone for a
flawless complexion
Provides soothing properties from antioxidants and
Vitamins A & E
Prevents epidermal water loss providing a luxurious
feel to the skin

Lightweight formula provides improved hydration
without a heavy feeling
Maintains and promotes collagen and collagen
production, aiding in a more youthful appearance

The Fleuresse System
Anti-aging, hydration, and brightening

Day Brightening Crème
Natural brightening agents provide a refreshed
glowing look

Natural ingredients- more effective, safer for the
body and the environment
Supple, brighter skin and a decrease in the
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles

Improves skin luminosity and hydration for a soft
radiant appearance

Simple system

Adds to a more even skin tone

Feel more confident, feel at your best

Increased smoothness

Ingredients used in Fleuresse products are FDA Approved and regulated by the PCPC, Personal Care Product Council.
Fleuresse Skincare is developed and manufactured in a USDA US Manufacturing facility.

